FLASH WEBSITE DESIGN

Flash technology has changed the static web form that makes the
websites which based on Flash can attract the visitor’s attention and
leave deep impression on them, which is very beneﬁcial for the company.
CCJK Flash website design largely based on excellent user experience,
business function and navigation, which makes it become an appreciative
and personalized website.
Our experienced Flash designers and the development team will create a
highly interactive experience for users, which will make your complex
requirements into friendly Flash websites.
How to design Flash website
We use the most advanced animation tools to create Flash website and
will make visitors deep impressed. Due to the complexity of Flash design,
this therefore adds the diﬃculties to search engine this type of website.
However, in recent years, ﬂash ﬁles have been acceptable in Google
document.
This is really a piece of good news to the websites that use Flash design,
our excellent Flash design group has realized the point, and we are trying
to design the Flash type websites friendly matched with search engine
websites.
In addition, it comes to audio or sound, our Flash designers can skillfully
make the audio and sound embedded in Flash designs, which makes the
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Flash more vivid and conspicuous.
As a professional Flash website design company, CCJK has successfully
designed with high quality Flash designations, please click:
http://www.ccjk.com/
We provide you with…
CCJK Flash design team will discuss with you, and provide an optimal
scheme of Flash web design. We fully take the download time in Flash
web and search engine optimization factors into account.
The following are several distinctive services that our Flash design team
provides:
1. Our designers can integrate video, audio, text and animation, creating
a truly immersive user experience.
2. We have enough experience to the integration of the Flash to HTML
web pages that make your website content can still be grasped by search
engine.
3. Flash advertisement design.
4. Dynamic Flash websites.
5. The teaching materials based on Flash.
The goals we need to achieve
1. Easy to be indexed by the search engine.
2. Expand the target audience for your Flash web.
3. Help you express your concepts more vividly, such as teaching
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courses, training courses and ﬁlm clips, etc
For more details, please click: Flash网站设计（PDF）
Rapidly and freely access to the inquiry of Flash website design.
E-commerce Websites Development
E-commerce is the core element of Internet economy revolution; it has
created its own mode of operation in the current diversiﬁed economic
forms.
What is E-commerce?
E-commerce is a kind of business trade process that through the Internet
and its virtual economic environment. Any merchant needs a virtual store
in Internet, which can handle all dynamic information and business
transactions; it could transform your commercial desire into online
transactions.
Why to online sales?
In the virtual business environment like this, any company does not need
more additional cost and expenses, and E-commerce is a kind of ﬂexible
and reliable business solution. As to the products and services can sell
and purchase online, thus, customers can sit comfortably in the room and
buy these products and services, which is a great E-commerce
transformation. At present, CCJK provides more powerful e-commerce
solutions in this ﬁled. The main advantages of using
CCJK E-commerce solutions are:
1. Global online – the website has global properties (according to demand
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providing multi-language and localization service) and it can get in touch
with every corner of the world through the Internet.
2. Fast and uniﬁed information –it is diﬀerent from traditional stores that
online store can widespread your product, service and promotion
information quickly, making customers prompt know your latest product
information.
3. Enhance customer’s willingness to purchase – an online store may
promote customers’ trust to your entity shop which will bring you more
sales.
4. No middlemen – lossless in proﬁts to middlemen during trade process.
5. Automatic operation – e-commerce solutions seamless integration of
payment gateway realized fully automatic business transactions.
6. Enhance customer satisfaction – customers can easily contact with the
customer service center and give their feedback information, 24×7 call
center – is an incomparable customer service.
7. Increase your views – customers will ﬁnd you through the Internet
easily and bring more business opportunities for your enterprise.
What kind of E-commerce website we provide?
CCJK e-commerce solutions are mainly as follows:
1. 100% of the search engine and compatible solutions.
2. You can set a number of categories, products division and new
products.
3. Secure card processing on the Visa, MasterCard, Amex and pay
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treasure, etc
4. The best measure to prevent trading fraud.
5. Strong stock management and intuitive inventory control.
6. Automatically generate and management of invoice.
7. Multiple delivery and tax plans.
8. Express fee calculation in real-time.
9. Real-time inventory tracking and reporting
10. Accurate customer tracking report.
11. Conveniently check orders’ recorded history.
12. Customers can view the order information.
13. Distinctive product exhibition and senior product search function.
14. Multilevel authorities’ management.
15. Quick settle accounts function.
16. Website views statistical report.
17. Multi-mode to browse products, for example by price, manufacturers,
properties.
18. Batched uploads and product management
19. Multilingual translation andglobal localization service.
For more details, please click: 电子商务网站（PDF）
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Rapidly and freely access to the inquiry of E-commerce website
development
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